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Joint statement by the International Service for Human Rights, Article 19, International 
Commission of Jurists, Human Rights Watch, CIVICUS, ILGA, Asian Forum for Human Rights 
and Development (FORUM-ASIA) – check against delivery  
 
Thank you Mr President 
The Human Rights Council made history by mandating an independent expert on sexual 
orientation and gender identity. It was a resolution befitting the Council’s 10th anniversary.  
It gave hope and dignity to millions of LGBT people and defenders; hope that the world's top 
human rights body is taking seriously the discrimination and violence they face. The Independent 
Expert will be critical in bringing the systemic and institutionalised response to these violations 
that human rights defenders have demanded of the UN for many years.  
We are concerned, however, about the inclusion of language which seeks to roll back the Vienna 
Declaration consensus on the universality, interdependence and indivisibility of all rights for all. 
We are also concerned at the declaration by some States that they will refuse to cooperate with 
the mandate – a declaration that is manifestly incompatible with GA Res 60/251 and Council 
membership.  
The resolution on civil society space provides critical guidance to States on the steps necessary 
to enable civil society to contribute to human rights, peace, security and sustainable 
development, and is a timely response to the global assault on civil society which threatens these 
goals.  
We welcome the renewal of the mandate on Cote d'Ivoire, but regret the deterministic nature 
of its sunset clause. The Council should end mandates based on an objective assessment of 
progress in the country; in this case, we expect that the Council will consider progress in 
enshrining human rights protection in the constitution, the strengthening of an independent NHRI 
and the implementation of the law on protecting human rights defenders when deciding on a 
response to the Independent Expert's future report.  
In the case of Sri Lanka, we equally urge the Council to stand firm in assessing State actions 
according to the benchmarks the Council itself has set out and to be clear when country’s actions 
meet them, and when they don’t.  
We see the numerous mandate renewals (FoAA, DAW, VAW) as further confirmation that the 
SPs are key tools for defenders on the ground. 
We also welcome the reaffirmation by consensus that the same rights that people have offline 
must also be protected online’, as well as the resolutions on Belarus and Eritrea. 
As during previous sessions, we are dismayed that many situations of serious concern - as 
expressed by human rights defenders, the High Commissioner and the Council experts - are still 
lacking attention in this room. This includes the dire situations in China, Egypt and Bahrain, 
among others.  
With regard to Bahrain, we share your concern, Mr President about the arbitrary detention and 
travel bans preventing human rights defenders from travelling to Geneva. This is one of the 
numerous cases of intimidation and reprisal which occurred during the current session, the 
persistence of which demand a stronger, more systematic and more sustained response from the 
Presidency, Bureau and Member States.  
On Wednesday during the ID on Burundi a member of the delegation sent a tweet to his 36000 
followers denouncing human rights defender Armel Niyongere as ‘radical opposition’. Armel was 
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present in the room, but is currently in exile because of threats to his life. This tweet in a clear 
case of intimidation, and we call on neighbouring countries to increase the protection of 
Burundian HRDs in their territory.  
While welcoming your statement at the outset of this session that reprisals are unacceptable - 
whether in this room, on social media, or anywhere else - we ask you to follow-up all cases 
thoroughly, in accordance with good practice, and with a publicly discernible result.  
Finally, Mr President, in advance of this session, a civil society coalition launched a major paper 
on ways to make this body more accessible, effective and protective to rights holders, defenders 
and victims. We look forward to more attention and ambition from States at the September 
session to take these important proposals forward.  
Thank you. 


